
Handling quiz

1. In show handling, which hand must your show lead predominately be in? 
             - Left hand
             - Right Hand
             - Doesn’t matter

2. True or false – you can compete with your cross-breed.

       

3. The judge will most likely ask to see you move your dog in two patterns, but which two are     
the most common? 

             
4. The judge has asked you to “move around the ring” – which pattern is this?
             - A circle
             - A triangle
             - A figure 8

5. The judge has walked behind you whilst you’ve stood your dog – what should you do? 

          
6. True or false – you are allowed to use a squeaky toy to get your dogs’ attention? 

7. The judge has asked you to do a pattern – where should you start from? 
             - The judges feet. 
             - The corner of the ring. 
             - The table.

8. The judge has asked you to do a reverse pattern – in which hand should you complete your              
pattern? 
             - Right hand. 
             - Left hand. 
            -  Doesn’t matter.

9. What are the three age categories in YKC handling? 
           -  6-11 years, 12-16 years and 17-24 years. 
            -  Under 6 years, 6 -13 years, 14-24 years. 
            - 6-16 years, 17-24 years, 25 years and over. 

10.      What is the “golden rule”? 
           -  Not going between the dog and the judge. 
           -  Your dog should always be visible to the judge at all times. 
           -  You should wear shiny clothes. 
           -  You can only show a Golden Retriever.



Answers 

1. In show handling, which hand must your show lead predominately be in? 
             
      Left hand
       

2. True or false – you can compete with your cross-breed.

     True – YKC offers handling classes for all breeds

3. The judge will most likely ask to see you move your dog in two patterns, but which two are 
the most common? 

      Triangle and up and down

              
4. The judge has asked you to “move around the ring” – which pattern is this?

      A circle
         

5. The judge has walked behind you whilst you’ve stood your dog – what should you do? 

      You should “shadow” the judge, therefore you should move around and continue to stand your dog
            

6. True or false – you are allowed to use a squeaky toy to get your dogs’ attention? 

      False, you should not use a squeaky toy as this will distract the other dogs. You are allowed to use treats      
though.

7. The judge has asked you to do a pattern – where should you start from? 

       The judges feet. 

8. The judge has asked you to do a reverse pattern – in which hand should you complete your           
pattern? 

             Right hand. 

9.  What are the three age categories in YKC handling? 

    6-11 years, 12-17 years and 18-24 years. 

10. What is the “golden rule”? 

        Not going between the dog and the judge. 


